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ABSTRACT

This paper discusses thirteen complete programs intended for the generation of network problems
for special linear programming algorithms. A total of 21 different variants of structured networks can
be generated specifically for the maximum flow- and the mininimum cost flow problems. The netrvork
types included are the acyclic-, bipartite-, random-, one-way transit grid- and two-way transit grid-,
as well as one program to generate assignment problem networks. The programs are robust, and the
network sizes are limited only by the available disk storage capacity and maximum integer size 231 - l,
as well as in the case of random networks by the maximum allocatable heap size. The programs are
easily modifiable according to user needs. All programs are written in Pascal. There are currentiy three
versions: SUN UNIX Pascal, PC Turbo Pascal and PC standard Pascal. A max-flow solver is included
for testing of the max-flow networks.

1. Introduction

Many linear programs (LPs) can be formulated and solved as network flow problems.
In advanced discussions relationships between LPs and the corresponding network for-
mulations are recognized, and specialized network algori{hms arp used to solve such LP
problems. Special LPs suitable for netrvork formulation include, for example, the single
commodity maximum value flow-. the generai minimum cost flow-) the transportation-,
the assignment-, and the shortest path problems. \tlany network flow algorithms have
been developed to solve such speciai LP's. Nei,l'test environments are needed to evaiuate
the performance of such algorithms.

This paper provides a set of thirteen simple programs for the purpose of generating
test netrn'orks for two problem categories: the maximum value flow and the minimum
cost flow problem. A total of 21 variations of networks) in form of network data files.
can be generated by the programs. The netrvork data files are ASCII files, and their
format corresponds to the specifications of the First Di\{ACS International Algori' ,l
Challenge l1]. The progri,irils take a simple. and different, approach compared to NrI-
GtrN [5]. and also. NETGEN data fi1es \vould need to be translated to DIIvIACS format.
Small networks can be soived manually as class room and test problems.

The following notation are used:
tn
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: number of arcs (or number of supply points)
: number of nodes (or nuurber of demand points)
: source or origin node
: sink or destination node
: florv lorver bound on arc zl.7

: flow on arc i,i
ct,i : cost of arc i,,i or distance from z to j
kt,i : flow capacity of arc i,j
f ir.i : Iv,.re .4 l.r Vi e l/
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value of flow from s to i
I _r
Js,out - Jin,t'
set of arcs

set of nodes

supplv at source i
demand at destination j

2. The Networks and the Problems

2.1. Network Categories
The network categories include acycli,c networks, bi,parti,te netuorks, ass'ignment net-

works. random networks, and tran.s'it gri,d networks.
The acyclic networks are networks in rvhich the nodes can be assigned numbers with

the tail node number being strictly less than the head node number. For example, for
an arc. say (i,j). where i is the tail node number and 7 is the head node number. the
number of the tail node is strictly less than that of the head node, i.e. i < j. Scheduling
networks (CP\{, PtrRT) are examples of such acyclic networks.

The bipartite networks are net'ivorks in which the nodes are partitioned into two sets,
a set of source nodes (or supply nodes) l/r and a set of destination nodes (or demand
nodes) -A/2. Each source node, say z e lVt. is connected by an arc. say (i, j),to at least
one node, say 3 € l/2, in the destination set. There are no arcs between the source
nodes. Similariy, there are no arcs betr,veen the destination nodes. The orientation of
arcs is from the source set to the destination set. The assi,gnment networks are also
bipartite networks.

The randorn networks are networks l'here n nodes of a set .A/ are randomly connected
by rn arcs of a set ,4 such that duplicate arcs. and self-loops (e.g. an arc (i, z)) are not
allowed.

The tu'o types of transit grid netutorAs generated by the programs replicate a one-
way and two-rvay city street netu'ork providing a connection from one node to at most
four nodes.

2.2. The LP Problems
The Max-Flow Problem
In a marimurn ualue fl,ow proble,m the total flou' from a specified source node to

a specified sink is maximized. while satisf-v*ing flor,v feasibiiity and flow conservation
constraints. The corresponding LP can be t'ritten:

XIa,ri,nti,ze u

Subject to fm,t: fi,out Vz e -\ \ s./
I _ f _t-.t
J tn,( - J s,out - 1u 1

l,,j{f.,,i1ke,, V(i, j) € A

Eight different variants of maximum flow networks can be generated: three variants
of acyclic-, two variants of bipartite-. one variant of random-, one variant of one-way
transit grid- and one variant of trvo-wav transit grid networks.
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The Minimum Cost Flow Problem
The general m,inimum cost JTow problem is

fls11' problen] abo\ze except that the objective
iorvs:

formulated in the same way as the max-
function minimizes the totai cost as fol-

Ilinint'ize I ct,j ft,j
{ i.1)c A

Subject to f"n,, : ifi,out Vz e l/ \ s, t
fir,t : fs,otrt : lr'l
h,i<fi,ilkt,j V(i, j) € A

The shortest route problem is a special case of the above general min'imum cost fl,ow
problem. In this case one unit of flow is sent through the network at minimum cost.

A.Iinzntize I cr,i f,,j
(i,i)€A

Subject to fnj : fi,out Vi e -A/ \ s, t

l"f'.,,,1 : l"f in,tl: r

ft,i :0Y fi,i :1 V(i, j) € A

The transportat'ion problem is also a special case of the general m'inimum cost fl,ow
problem. In a baLanced transpor-tation problem the goal is to find a flow assignment in a
multiple source multiple destination bipartite network; which minimizes the total cost
of supplying n demand points, or destinations, from m supply points. or origins, r'hile
at the same time maintaining the supply and demand constraints of the origins and
destinations respectivelv.

The assignment problem is a special case of the uncapaci,tated transportation problem.
The goal is to find a flow assignment in a nrultiple source multiple destination bipartite
netrvork. which maximizes (or minimizes) the total cost of an integral flow assignment.
The flow f;,i :0 or f.i,i: 1 for V(j,-i). Further. tlte value of florv out of a source node,
and into a sink node is at most equai to orre bv the flor'v conservation property. The LP
formulation becomes:

Xlinintize
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Thirteen different variants of minimum cost flor'v netrvorks can be generated. These
include three variants of .acyclic-, six variants of bipartite- (including capacitated and
uncapacitated transportation problem netrvorks), one variant ofrandom-, one variant of
one-way transi* qrid-. one variant of two-way transit grid-, and one variant of assignment
netr,vorks.

3. The Network Data File Formats

The data file formats correspond to the DIMACS data file specifications described
in l1]. \ Nlaximum Flow Network is given as a list of lines consisting of four types of
\ines, comment lines 'c', problem line 'p', node l,ines 'n', and arc l,ines 'a'. A comment
line starts with the letter'c'and may contain any text (usually problem identification).
A problem line starts with the letter'p'gives the problem type as maximization (mar)
followed by two numbers. number of nodes and number of arcs. The problem line is
foilorved by two node lines. The first node line starts with the letter'n', and contains
the source node number and a label's'. The second node line starts with the letter'n',
and contains the sink node number (the largest node number) and a labei'l'. The node
lines are follorved arc lines, one line for each network arc. An arc line starts with the
letter 'a'. and is followed by three numbers: arc origin node number i, alc destination
node number j and arc flo.w capacity k;,r.

For simplicity the single origin or source node s is always numbered with a'1', and
the single destination or sink node f is assigned the iargest node number. In all cases,
where the user is asked for arc flou,. capacity bounds. the-progra4r will generate random
arc flo',v capacities. Ali arc flow lower bounds are set equal to zero. An example of the
maximum flow data fiie format is shown below:

Ful1y Dense Acyclic Network
for Max-Fl-ow
Arcs with random capacities
max 5 10
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A llinimum Cost Fiow network is given similarly as a list of lines. There are four
types of lines comment lines 'c', problem li,ne 'p'. node lines 'n', and arc lines 'a'. The
comment- and problem lines are as before with the difference that the problem type
is changed to minimization (min). There may be severai node iines, one line for each
source or supply node and one line for each sink or demand node. Each node line starts
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n'ith the letter 'n'. and contains t'nvo numbers: a node number follorved by an amount
of suppiy or demand. The demand quantity is identified with a minus sign. The node
lines are followed by afc lines. Art arc line starts rvith the letter 'a'. and is follou'ed by
five numbers: arc origin node nunrber i. arc destination nodp number j. lor,ver bound
of florv 11,i, flow capacity ki,3. and arc flow cost c.;,r. An exanrple of the minimum cost
florv data file format is shown belo.,r':

Random Network
for Minimurn Cost Flow
min 5 10

c

P
n
n
a

a
A

a

a

a

a
a

a
a

1

5

5

1

1

5

2

In all cases. where the user is asked for a flor'v low'er bound and a flow capacity bound,
the progrant will generate random flolv lor,r'er bounds, and random arc flow capacities.
The program will test that the lorver bound of flou'for an arc (z,j). say l;,i, is iess than
or equal to the capacity of the arc (l.l). say ki.i, i.e. 1.,,i I k6,i. In the case of unit
capacities the flow lorver bound till be set equal to zero.

Assignment networks are bipartite netr,r'orks rvith a source set. N1. of nodes and a
s'ink set, I'2, of nodes. AIl arcs are ciirected from 1v"1 to A'2. The data file consists of a
list of lines as before. There are forrr tr'pcs of liires: comment lines'c'. problem line'p'.
node lines'n'. Arc lines'o'. The assigrrrrit'rrt network data file is a modified the general
minirnum cost flor,v data file rvith a lrl .lrll-111 tvpe 'asn'.

4. The Programs

The network problem generator pr'.{tliirris irre rvritten in Pascal. The source codes
can be compiied without modificatiorr: rr.irrg 'furbo Pascal 5.5191. A max-florv solver
is supplied for testing of the generate<l rLr,in'ork data files. The implemented solver is
a fast polynomial max-flow algorithrn prcst'rrtcrl by Waissi in l1i]. The solver prograrrl
has a user-friendly menu interface. The vclsion incorporates many Turbo Pascal 5.5
features. See Appendix A for files and file uames. A short description of the thirteen
programs follorn's. The max-flow solver is not further discussed. The interested reader
is referred to fWaissi, 11] for the solver algorithm description. The solver source code
listing is attached.

1 100

5 -100
q 1 2 2qV I U UV

2 473 49
1 33 72

4 214 15

4 Lr) 30

5 110 61

2 56 44
1 311 72

3 415 56

3 66 30
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This paper includes also versions of all prograns modified to run under Unix. The
source codes. identified r,vith.a suffix .p, can be compiled with the Sun Pascal Release
4.1 compiler l'ithout modificatioris.

Program 1: The Acyclic Network Generator for Maximum Flow
The program generates an ACYCLIC max-flow netu'ork into a user file. An acyclic

net"r'ork is such that for each arc (i,; . rvhere i is the arc tail node number. and j is

the arc head node number, i < j. The pr,rgram can generate three types of acyclic
networks as foilows:

o Fuliy dense networks with random capacities

Fully dense networks are such that all nodes ii are connected to ail nodes j, while
maintaining that j > i + 1. The program q.ill generate random arc flow capacities
from a range of values between zero and a user specified value. A1l non-integer
values are truncated to integer values to conform with DIN4ACS specifications.

o Fully dense networks r,vith special capacities

These networks q'ere called hard networks in the studS' of Glover et al. [3] , because
such net'nvorks r,vere found to cause some max-flow algorithms to their worst case

performance. Special arcs capacities are calculated using the concept presented
by Glover et al. in 13] as follows:

for V arcs, say (2,7), where j:i+1, kt,j:1+ (? - "l\2
for V arcs, say (i, j), where j > i + l, ki,i : L

o Special sparse net'"vorks u'ith special capacities.

In these networks each node is connected by an arc to the next higher numbered
node and to the sink node. i.e. there exist two types of arcs:

arc (i,j) where j : i+1 for ViAJ \t and k;,i :n
arc (i.t) V, \ f and k;,1 : l.

The last category of simple netu'orks. special sparse networks with speciai capacities.
cause the Dinic Layered Network Algorithnr l2l to it's urorst case performance. That is,

an acvclic network of n, nodes requires alu,ays the generation of n - 1 Dinic networks
for maxinrum value flow. regardless of the nraximal flou, algorithm applied to the Dinic
netu'orks. N'lany max-flow algorithms use the Dinic Algorithm to generate auxiliary
acyciic netu'orks from an original network. aud find the maximal flow in such an acyclic
netrvork.

These sparse acyclic net'"r'orks were presented by Waissi in 110] and by l4urty in [B].
This prograrn was used as a'recomrnert,ded'instance generator'for the First DIN{ACS
International Algorithm Implementation Challenge Dimacs 11,4,6,7]. It was converted
to C by J. Setubal, and converted to run under Unix and compiled by Sun Pascal by
C. \4cGeoch freported in 4].

Program 2: The Bipartite Network Generator for Maximum Flow
The program generates a BIPAH|ITE max-flow network into a user file. The set

of nodes .|y' can be partitioned into two sets lft and 1y'2, such that all arcs are directed
from Iy'1 to A'2. The pro.qram can generate trvo types of networks as follou's:
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o Bipartite networks q'ith random capacities.

o Bipartite networks rvith' unit capacities on bipartite arcs, and random capacities
on arcs from the super source and into lhe super si,nk.

The user selects the number of nodes on the source side and sink side of the netrvork
respectively. The bipartite netrvork is appended with two nodes, a common source.
called a super so'trrcel and a common sink. called a super sink. The super source is

connected by arcs to all nodes in the set .l/r. The nodes in the set -A/2 are connected by
arcs to the super si,nk. The ,euper source is always numbered with number one, and the
super si,nk is numbered u'ith the largest node number.

The user has two options for the arc capacities, either random capacities or unit
capacities. In the case of random capacities all arcs capacities are random integers
betu'een zero and a user seiected upper bound. In the case of unit capacities a1l arc
capacities connecting nodes in lft to nodes in l/2 are unit capacities, i.e.e the bipartite
arcs. However,thearccapacitiesof arcsfromthe supersourcetolVl ,asweilasthearc
capacities of arcs from -\2 to the super s'ink, are random.

The program was converted to run under Unix and compiled by Sun Pascal by C.
ItlcGeoch [reported in 4].

Program 3: The Random Network Generator for Maximum Flow
This program generates a RANDON'I max-flow network into a user file. The network

is generated by randomly pairing nodes. Each node pair represents an arcs. Arc flow
capacities are also randomly assigned.

The program works by generating first a BALANCED ARC TREE to store network
arcs. This arc tree is temporarily maintained and manipulated in the RAM. The size
of the tree is determined by the number of arcs seiected by the user. The program then
generates a pair of random numbers. say i,7. This pair of numbers represents an arc
(i, j) with z as the arc tail node and j as the arc head node. The balanced tree is then
searched to determine, if this arc (i, j) is already included in the tree (network). If the
pair of numbers is found, anotirer pair is generated and the search is repeated. The
process is repeated until the tree (netn'ork) is complete, i.e. the required number of
arcs is generated. The maximum number of arcs in a fully dense netrvork cannot exceed
rf - rt,. Duplicate arcs and self-loops. i.e. arcs (l,z), are not allowed. The resulting
netrvork may be a connected or disconnected netn'ork. When the netr.l'ork is completed.
i.e. the arc tree is filled with arcs (randonr pairs of numbers). the netrvork is rn'ritten to
a file.

This program was used as a' recorrlmended 'instance generator' for the First DINIACS
International Algorithm Implementation Challenge Dimacs 11,4,6.71. The program was
converted to run under Unix and compiled bv Sun Pascal by C. N{cGeoch freported in
41.

Program 4: The One-Way TYansit Grid Network Generator for Maximum
Flow

This program generates a ONE-\&AY TRANSIT GRID network for the maximun
flow problem into a user file with at most one arc between any pair of nodes. The
network resembles a one-way city street network. The direction of each arc, except
those connected to the common source. cailed a super ,source, and common sink. called
a super sinfr, respectively, is randomly assigned. The two nodes, super source and super
s'ink, are added to the network automaticaliy. The super source is connected by arcs to
nodes on one side of the grid. The nodes on the opposite side of the grid are connected
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to the s'uper sink. The arc flou, capacities are randomly assigned from a range betu'een

zero and a user selected .vaiue. All arc capacities are random integers. The user is

suggested to select a number of nodes in the netr'vork, that creates a complete square
grid. The program works, however, for any n ) 4.

This program was used as a'recommended instance generator'for the First DIMACS
International Algorithm Implementation Challenge Dimacs 17,4.6,71. It was converted
to C by J. Setubal, and converted to run under Unix and compiled by Sun Pascal by
C. \,IcGeoch freported in 4].

For example:
4nodes 2x2network
9nodes 3x3network

1.6nocles 4x4netuork
25nod,es SxSnetuork

: ::
7600 nodes 40 x 40 netuork

Program 5: The Two-Way TYansit Grid Network Generator for Maximum
Flow

This program generates a TWO-WAY TRANSIT GRID network for the max-flow
problem into a user specified file with at most arcs between any pair of nodes. These

netrvorks have a super source and a super sink like the btte-*uy transit grid networks.
The network resembles a two-way city street network. There are two arcs, one in each

direction. between the nodes forming the grid. The super source is connected b5' two
arcs. one in each direction, to nodes on one side of the grid. The nodes on the opposite
side of the grid are connected by two arcs. one in each direction, to the super sink. The
arc flo'uv capacities are randomly assigned fron a range between zero and a user selected
value. The user is suggested to select a number of nodes for the network, that forms a

complete square grid in the same 1\ray as u'ith the one-way transit grid networks.
The program was converted to lun under Unix and compiled by Sun Pascal by C.

N'lcGeoch lreported in 4].

Program 6: The Acyclic Network Generator for Minimum Cost Flow
The program generates an ACYCLIC NIINiNIUM COST FLOW network into a user

file. An acyclic network is such that for each arc i, j, where z is the arc tail node number,
and 7 is the arc head node number. zl < 7. The acyclic network has only one supply
and one demand node. The program carl generate three types of acyclic networks:

o Full-v" dense networks u'ith random capacities. and random cost.

o Fully dense networks rvith special capacities, and random cost.

o Special sparse networks with special capacities, and random cost.

For the FULLY DENSE acyclic networks the user has two options for arc flow
capacities: random or speciai capacities. Special arcs capacities are calculated using
the concept of Glover et al. [3] as presented in the previous section.
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If random capacities are selected for the full5' dense networks, then the program rvill
also generate random arc..flow lower bounds from a range of values betr.veen zero and a

user specified value. The program will truncate all non-integer values to integer values
to conform u'ith DINIACS specifications.

The special SPARSE acyclic netr'vorks have the same structure as the corresponding
acyclic networks defined in the previous section. The flor,v lower bounds on arcs will
be zero. and the arc costs are randomly assigned. Because of the relationship betu,een
the minimum cost florv and max-flow problems it is believed that the specific structure
of these netrvorks affects the performance of minimum cost flow algorithms also. For
simplicity the only supply node s is always numbered with a'1', and the only demand
node t is assigned the largest node number.

Program 7: The Bipartite Network Generator for Minimum Cost Flow
The program generates a BIPARTITE NIININ4UM COST FLOW NETWORK to a

user specified file. The set of nodes -ly' can be partitioned into t&'o sets.A[ and Al2. such
that all arcs are directed from l[ to A'2. The program generates two types of networks:

o Bipartite networks with unit capacities on bipartite arcs, zero Iower bounds, and
random cost.

o Bipartite networks with random capacities, random lower bounds, and random
cost.

The bipartite network is appended with two nodes, a common source) called a super
source and a common sink, called a super sinlt. The tot'al"supplyis assigned to the super
source, and similarly. the total demand is assigned to the super s'ink. For simplicity the
super source is always numbered with number one, and the super sink is assigned the
largest node number.

The user has trvo options for the arc capacities: either random capacities or unit
capacities. In the case of random capacities all arcs capacities are random integers
between zero and a user selected upper bound. The flow lower bounds are aiso random
integers between zero and a user selected bound. In the case of unit capacities all arc
capacities connecting the nodes in the source sef, ,\r. to the nodes in the si,nk set, IV2.

are unit capacities, i.e. the bipartite arcs. Hor,'n'e'u'er. the arc capacities of arcs from the
su"per source to r\'1 . as lvell as the arc capacities of arcs from ly'z to the super ,s'ink, are
random.

Program 8: The Bipartite Network Generator - The Capacitated Tbans-
portation Problem

The program generates a BIPARfiTE \'IINi\IUN{ COST FLOW NETWORK with
niultiple sources and multiple destinations to a user file. The data file corresponds
to a CAPACITATED TRANSPORTATIO}'- PROBLE\{. The set of nodes ly' can be
partitioned into trvo sets ly'1 and -N2, such that all arcs are directed from A1 to l/2. The
program generates trvo tvpes of netu'orks:

o Bipartite networks u'ith unit capacities. zero lower bounds, and random cost.

o Bipartite networks with random capacities. random lower bounds, and random
cost.

A node i e 1v"r is a source node with a specific supply. A node j e Nz is sink nodes
rvith a specific demand. The demands and supplies are randomiy assigned between zero
and a user selected upper bound value.
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The user has trvo options for the arc capacities: either random capacities or unit
capacities. In the case of random capacities all arcs capacities are random integers
between zero and a user s'elected upper bound. The flow lower bounds are also random
integers between zero and a user selected bound. In the case of unit capacities ail arc
capacities are unit capacities, and all flow lower bounds are set equal to zero.

Program 9: The Bipartite Network Generator - The Uncapacitated Tlans-
portation Problem

The program generates a BIPARTITE MINIMUN,{ COST FLOW NETWORK with
multiple sources and multiple destinations to a user file. The data file corresponds to
an UNCAPACIT,{TED TRANSPORTATION PROBLEM. The set of nodes ly' can be
partitioned into two sets -|y'1 and l/2, such that all arcs are directed from -|ft to l/2. The
program generates bipartite networks r,vith zero lower bounds, and random cost.

A node t € lL is a source node rvith a specific suppiy. A node j e Nz is sink nodes
with a specific demand. The demands and supplies are randomly assigned between zero
and a user selected upper bound value. The flow lower bounds are set equal to zero,
and the uniimited capacity on arcs is marked with an "x".

Program 10: The Random Network Generator for Minimum Cost Flow
This program generates a RANDOM \'IINIMUM COST FLOW network into a user

file. The network is generated by randomly pairing a given number of nodes using a

given number of arcs. The arc flow Iower bounds, capacities, as well as arc costs are
randomly assigned from a range between zero and a user seiected upper bound value.
These networks have random arc flow lo'*'er bounds,'"random capacities and random
costs. Otherwise, the program rvorks in the same \\'ay as Program 3.

Program 11: The One-Way Tlansit Grid Network Generator for Mini-
mum Cost Flow

This program generates a ONE-\\AY TRANSIT GRID NET\VORK for the N4IN-
I\'IUN{ COST FLOW problem into a user file r.r'ith at most one arc bet'"veen any pair
of nodes. The netu'orks have a supc-r source and a super s'ink, random arc flow lower
bounds. random arc flor'"' capacities arrrl random arc costs. The network resembles a

one-\vay citv street netu'ork. The drrlctiori ofeach arc. except those connected to the
common source and common sink li'sl)('(tivelv. is randomly assigned. The arc florv
lorver bounds. capacities, and arc (():t: iu(, Iilndomly assigned from a range bet'"r'een

zero and a user selected value. The sr nl('tllr('of the netrvork is the same as that of the
corresponding one-way transit grid rrriL.xiurirrn flou, network presented in Program 4
earlier.

Program 12: The Two-Way T\'arrsit Grid Network Generator for Mini-
mum Cost Flow

This program generates a TWO-\\A\- TR.\NSIT GRID NETWORK for the MIN-
IMUM COST FLOW problem into a user file u,ith two arcs between any pair of nodes
forming the grid. The netu'orks have a super source and a super s'ink, random arc flolv
lou'er bounds, random arc flow capacities and random arc costs. The network resem-
bles a trvo-way city street network. There are two arcs) one in each direction, between
the nodes forming the grid. The arc flor,v lor,r'er bounds. capacities, and arc costs are
randomiy assigned from a range between zero and a user selected value. The structure
of the network is the same as that of the corresponding two-way transit grid maximum
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florv network presented in Program 5 earlier.

Program 13: The Assignm'bnt Problem Generator
This program generates an ASSiGNN'IENT NETWORK, which is a BIPAHfITE

netvu.ork. to a user file. The network has zero arc florv lower bounds. unit capacities.
random costs. The set of nodes l/ is partitioned into two sets l/1 and 1y'2, such that a1l

arcs are directed from ly'1 to l/2. All nodes in ly'1 are source nodes 
"vith 

a unit suppiy,
and ali nodes in l/2 are sink nodes with a unit demand.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses thirteen network generator programs. The programs can be

used to generate test netr,vorks for the maximal- and ma-ximum value flow problems
and the minimum cost flow problems. The network data files can be easily modified
according to user needs. A total of 21 different variants of structured networks can be

generated: eight variants of max-flow networks. thirteen variants of minimum cost flow
networks, and one variant of assignment networks.

Tliese network generators are designed to aid algorithm developers and programmers
to test new network flow algorithms, compare existing algorithrns in a variety of network
problem environments, as well as in debugging of new codes. They can be used also

to generate small text book and class room problems. The programs are written in
Pascal. and can be compiled without modifications using Turbo Pascal 5.5 l9]. This
paper includes also updated versions of all programs riiodified to run under Unix. The
programs. identified with a suffix .p. can be compiled with the Sun Pascai Release

4.1 compiler without modifications. AII programs are available from the author via an

anonymous ftp site at the University of N{ichigan-Dearborn by sending an email to
qwai,ssi(7umich. edu. *

.fn" above discussed five max-flow network generators were used in the First DIMACS International Al-
gorithm Implementation Challenge, see [1,4.6,7]. Those five max-flow Pascal programs wete converted to run
in a Unix environment by C. McGeoch, see [4,6,7] and were compiled using the Sun Pascal compiler. At least
two of the max-flow programs (ac-max.pas and tr1-max.pas) were converted from Pascal to C by J. Setubal
(University of Washington. Seattle), see [+]. The random network generator ra-max.pas was considered in [6]
to be the fmtest in this class of network generators. These program versions are available via anonymous ftp
from dirnacs.rutgers.edu in the directory pub/netflow/generators/network. Reference la] is an excellent
source for several other network instance generators and algorithms.
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APPENDIX A - Source files, key procedures and programs

The Acyclic Network"Ge'nerator for Max-Flow
acmax.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Ac-N'lax.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D Lr RE Acy clicN et 1 ;
P RO C E D U RE Acy clicN et2:.

The Bipartite Network Generator for Max-Flow
bimax.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Bi-Nlax.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D Lr RE Biparti,te N et ;.

The Random Network Generator for Max-Flow
ramax.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Ra-\'fax.pas PC standard Pascal
PROCEDURE RandomNet:.

The One-Way tansit Grid Network Cenerator for Max-Flow
trlmax.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Tr1-N4ax.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D U RE Transi,tOne N et ;.

The Two-Way Tbansit Grid Network Generator for Max-Flow
tr2max.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Tr2-N{ax.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D U RE Transi,tTuo N et :.

The Acyclic Network Generator for Minimum Cost Flow
acrnin.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Ac-N'Iin.pas PC standard Pascal
PROCEDURE AcycMinNetl: (f::JIy dense networks)
PROCEDU R.E AcucMinNet2 : 1.,pecial sparse networks)

The Bipartite Network Generator for Minimum Cost Flow
bilmin.p Unix Sun Pascai r. 4.1

Bil-I{in.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D Lr RE BipartMinN et :.

The Bipartite Network Generator - Capacitated Tlansportation Problem
bi2min.p Unix Sun Pascal r. ,1.1

Bi2-\,Iin.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D U RE BipartMultN et :.

The Bipartite Network Generator - Uncapacitated tansportation Problem
bi3min.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Bi3-N'lin.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D U RE Bi,partLinC ap hIultN et :.

The Random Network Generator for Minimum Cost Flow
ramin.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Ra-Min.pas PC standard Pascal
PROCEDURE RandomMin:.
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The One-Way TYansit Grid Network Generator for Minimum Cost Flow
trlmin.p Unix Sun.Pascai r. 4.1

Tr1-Min.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D U R E Trans'itOne IVin :.

The Two-Way TYansit Grid Network Generator for Minimum Cost Flow
tr2min.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Tr2-N{in.pas PC standard Pascal
P RO C E D Lr RE TransitTw o L'Iin:.

The Assignment Network Generator
asnmax.p Unix Sun Pascal r. 4.1

Asn-max.pas PC standard Pasca1

P RO C E D U RE A s,signntentN et:.

Max-Flow Solver Package for PC (TURBO Pascal, DOS/WINDOWS 95/NT)
The max-flow netrvork generator and solver programs are compiled into one exe-

cutable program and one overlay file, called N,IXNETGEN.EXE and IvIXNETGEN.OVR.
The max-flow solver is an implementation of the algorithm developed by the author and
presented in 111]. The network size is only limited ' .he available disk storage, as well
as by the compiler specific range of vaiues for an , -€r, i.e. range of -231 ...23r - l.
A generated arc is written to the disk file, and not stored in the memory. Disk full
causes a run-time error. In the cases of random network generation'heap full causes a
run time error. The following files are included:

MxNetGen. exe Executable progran
MxNetGen.pas Main program
MxNetGen.ovr Overlay file
Crt, Dos UNITs supplied by the compiler vendor
Windows.pas Wlndowing progran
Windows.obj Windowing prograrn object code
Windows. asm Windowing prograJl assenbly source code

Max-Flow Generators
AcMaxi.pas Acyclic network generator
BiMaxi.pas Bipartlte network generator
RaMaxi.pas Random network generator
TrlMaxi.pas 0ne-way transit grid generator
Tr2Maxi.pas Two-way transit grid generator

Max-Flow Solver for UNIX (Sun Pascal 4.1)
The Unix version max-flow solver is in one fiie maxflow.p. The max-flow solver

is an implernentation of the algorithm der.eloped by the author and presented in 111].
The program can be compiled using the Sun Pascal. release 4.1, compiler without
modifications, Sun Pascal Programmer's Guide. Sun Release 4.1. Please read the source
code header and the README files for instructions and features compared to the PC
version. When executed the program wiil read the network data from a default file
name MAXIN and write results into a default file MAXOUT.


